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LIQUID CRYSTAL MONOMERS

The monomers that are exploited for photopolymerization have a structure similar to traditional liquid crystals (i.e., they have an anisotropic shape often with a stiff central core which has either a rodlike or a disklike nature). Thousands of different LC monomers are liquid crystalline or to optimize the viscosity of the mixture) and also to enhance further the polymeric properties (e.g., by optimizing the cross-link density by the right ratio of mono- and difunctionalized LC monomers). This affects the elastic modulus and the glass-transition temperature ($T_g$) of the polymer coating or film, as shown in ref 21.

Structures can be printed, and the photopolymerization process allows local polymerization via a photomask to obtain structures down to a length scale of micrometers. The combination of the self-organization of LCs and local (lithographic) polymerization is a good example of combined bottom-up and top-down structuring technology, as shown in Figure 1.9,10 The molecular structure, of which Figure 1 shows an example, can be tailored to meet specific requirements with respect to mechanical or optical properties. Most often a blend of LC monomers is used to adjust the monomeric properties further (e.g., to adjust the temperature range in which the monomers are liquid crystalline or to optimize the viscosity of the mixture) and also to enhance further the polymeric properties (e.g., by optimizing the cross-link density by the right ratio of mono- and difunctionalized LC monomers). This affects the elastic modulus and the glass-transition temperature ($T_g$) of the polymer coating or film, as shown in ref 21.
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molecules are known and can be found in the table book of Demus and Zaschke. In addition to the generic structure, the LC monomers have polymerizable groups which are attached either at the far end(s) or as a lateral side group. Also the LC molecules can have either one, two, or more functional groups. Figure 2 gives a schematic overview of the molecular design of cross-linking LC monomers with two functional groups. And although many polymerizable groups have been studied, by far the most used are the acrylates and the methacrylates because of their high rate of polymerization when exposed to UV light in the presence of a small concentration of a free-radical-generating photoinitiator.

Figure 3 gives an overview of a selection of LC acrylate molecules. One might observe that they all have a crystalline melting temperature above RT. This means that for processing in the melt the monomers must be heated, which has the risk of premature polymerization. To stabilize the monomers, they are blended with free radical scavengers. At a low concentration, these scavengers inhibit thermal polymerization, but when the photoinitiator is exposed to UV light, the excess free radicals

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the formation of an LC network and an example of an LC monomer. Different types of alignment can be established by surface orientation techniques and chiral additives and can be locked in a polymer with the shape adjusted to its application. The polarization microscopy image shows micrometer structures created by two-step polymerization in the nematic phase using a photomask and the isotropic-phase photomask via flood exposure at elevated temperatures.

Figure 2. Schematic structure of difunctional liquid crystal monomers. Some examples are given for the stiff central core, the flexible side groups, and the polymerizable end groups.
take over control of the polymerization. An efficient inhibitor is \( p \)-methoxyphenol. It is usually added in a concentration of 100 to 200 ppm. From Figure 3, a few trends can be observed that are also known for common, nonreactive liquid crystals (e.g., reducing the aspect ratio of the molecule destabilizes the formation of a liquid crystal phase). Therefore, two ring systems often form monotropic liquid phases that can be observed only during supercooling from the isotropic melt. For similar reasons, lateral substituents on the central ring give lower liquid crystal to isotropic temperatures and destabilize smectic phase formation. Nevertheless, the use of small side groups is often popular because it also reduces the melting temperatures, which makes processing in the LC phase easier without the risk of premature thermal polymerization. Increasing the length of the flexible spacer tends to stabilize the formation of smectic phases. A small odd/even effect is observed with respect to spacer length where the LC phase is somewhat more stabilized when the end groups are aligned along the molecular long axis.

A special case of the nematic phase is the chiral nematic phase, often referred to as the cholesteric phase. Some examples are given in Figure 4. The chirality makes the director describe a helix perpendicular to the average orientation of the long axes of the molecules, as schematically shown in Figure 1. Also, this chiral nematic order is frozen in by the photopolymerization process, which is nicely demonstrated in Figure 5. It shows a scanning electron microscope photograph of a cross section of the polymeric chiral nematic network. The periodicity of the apparent layers equals half of the pitch \( p \) of the chiral nematic helix. The layerlike structure is
formed by the difference in fracture texture depending on the average orientation of the LC molecular units. From this figure, it can be derived that when this monomer is polymerized the resulting film has a pitch of 180 nm.

In many cases, the chiral monomers are added as a guest additive to a nematic monomer host. The pitch can then be accurately adjusted by the blending ratio between the chiral and the nematic monomer. Of special interest are those blending ratios where the pitch has a value on the order of the wavelength of visible light. In this case, the chiral nematic LCs have the ability to reflect circularly polarized light of the same handedness as that of the molecular helix and with a reflection wavelength $\lambda$ that scales with the pitch $p$ through the in-plane average index $n$: $\lambda = np$. An example of a monomer blend and its corresponding pitch and reflection wavelength is shown in Figure 6. The bandwidth of the reflection band scales with the birefringence of the monomer by $\Delta\lambda = \Delta np$. Often, $\Delta\lambda$ is between 40 and 80 nm in the visible part of the spectrum. It is possible to expand it, for instance, to cover the visible wavelength range. In that case, special procedures are necessary. The ability of the chiral molecules to induce a molecular helix is quantified by the so-called helical twisting power (HTP), which is defined as $\text{HTP} = \frac{pc}{c}$ where $c$ is the concentration of chiral dopant and assuming that the dopant consists of one enantiomer. Some HTP values can be found in Figure 4.

Prior to polymerization, we need to mix the LC monomer(s) with a photoinitiator optimized to the curing wavelength. Usually only a small amount is used (e.g., 1 wt %). This

**Figure 5.** Scanning electron microscope picture of the cross section of a fractured film of a chiral nematic LC acrylate polymer network.

**Figure 6.** Pitch as a function of the composition of a blend of a chiral nematic and a nematic monomer after polymerization (left) and the transmission spectrum of a 40/60 w/w (N/Ch) blend measured with circularly polarized light.

**PROCEDURES TO FORM LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMER NETWORKS**

Prior to polymerization, we need to mix the LC monomer(s) with a photoinitiator optimized to the curing wavelength. Usually only a small amount is used (e.g., 1 wt %). This
addition hardly changes the LC transition temperatures.\textsuperscript{4} Homogeneous mixtures are obtained by dissolving all of the components in a strong solvent such as dichloromethane, xylene, or tetrahydrofuran, which is subsequently evaporated. Thin films are formed by processing either from solution or in the melt. In most cases, pretreated substrates are used, such as glass provided with a thin (e.g., 30 nm) rubbed polyimide coating to establish the planar LC monomer orientation or glass treated with a surfactant to orient the LC monomers perpendicular to the substrate. Complex orientation profiles are obtained when an LC melt is brought between two differently treated substrates (e.g., by capillary filling). In this way, splayed and twisted nematic orderings are easily obtained, as was already suggested in Figure 1. In fact, many alignment methods are developed for the display industry, and they all can be adapted in this process of the polymerization of LC monomers prior to UV exposure. When use is made of single substrate technologies, for instance, to form structures by inkjet printing, the orientation can be further controlled by the addition of small amounts of a surfactant such as a fluorinated acrylate.

When the LC monomers are brought to their desired organization, photopolymerization is initiated by exposure to light. Depending on the selected photoinitiator, either UV or visible light can be applied. And in the case of free-radical polymerization (as is the case with LC acrylates), the polymerization preferably takes place shielded from oxygen to avoid oxygen inhibition. Under this condition, polymerization occurs by exposure to a relatively low intensity lamp source. For instance, in the presence of 1 wt % α,α-dimethoxy-α-phenylacetophenone (Irgacure 651, Ciba (now part of BASF)), the polymerization of LC diacrylate proceeds within seconds by exposure to a 365 nm fluorescent lamp with an on-sample intensity of 5 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2}. The photopolymerization in general is a high conversion process, especially when carried out at elevated temperatures. However, if the curing is performed at room temperature, then vitrification can take place during the polymerization process. This limits monomer mobility, and further reaction of the unreacted groups is obstructed. It is therefore in such case recommended to provide a postcure at a temperature around or just above the glass-transition temperature. Usually heating to 120°C provides a full conversion to the isotropic state.\textsuperscript{18,19} The photopolymerization shrinkage is normally between 3 and 8 vol % depending on the molecular weight and the curing temperature and is anisotropic with the highest shrinkage along the orientation direction. When applied as an adhering coating to a substrate, this might lead to some built-up stress, especially parallel to the orientation.

### POLYMER PROPERTIES

#### Optical Properties

Like low-molar-mass liquid crystals, the LC monomers are highly birefringent with a high refractive index when measured with light polarization parallel to the director and a lower index when measured orthogonally.\textsuperscript{7,4} Figure 7 shows the ordinary (\(n_0\)) and extraordinary (\(n_e\)) refractive indices of an LC monomer and of its polymer, respectively. The monomer behaves as a traditional low-molar-mass nematic LC with a large temperature dependence near the transition from the nematic to the isotropic phase. During polymerization at 110°C, both \(n_0\) and \(n_e\) increase because of an increase in density (polymerization shrinkage\textsuperscript{19}), and \(n_e\) increases somewhat more because in this particular case the order parameter also increases slightly. Most interestingly, no isotropic phase is formed upon further heating of the polymer to thermal degradation, and the birefringence \(Δn = n_e - n_0\) is only marginally reduced. This behavior is observed for all LC diacrylates. A larger temperature dependence is found for the systems with larger spacer lengths or lower cross-link densities. Birefringence values are most often found between 0.05 and 0.25 depending on the aromaticity of the monomers and the eventual incorporation of strong dipoles (cyano group or halogen substituents). Modifying the LC monomer with \(π\)-conjugating groups between the aromatic rings increases the birefringence further. For instance, the introduction of tolane moieties in the stiff central chain (Figure 2) increase \(Δn\) to values around 0.6, which is extremely high for polymer networks in general.

#### Polymer Mechanical Properties

Unlike liquid crystal main-chain polymers such as the aramids, the LC polymer networks do not exhibit extraordinary properties with respect to the elastic modulus or strength. Figure 8 gives some examples. In general, the modulus is around a few GPa’s and the strength is 10 to 100 MPa. Those values are also quite common for isotropic photo-cross-linked polymer networks. The modulus is anisotropic but is not more than a factor of 3 higher when measured along the director than when measured...
perpendicular to it.\textsuperscript{20} The glass transition $T_g$ of the six-spacered sample, as determined by dynamic mechanic measurement at a frequency of 1 Hz, is around 80 °C, a value which increases for shorter spacers.

Of more interest than the strength and modulus is the anisotropic thermal expansion of the oriented LC networks.\textsuperscript{22} Not only is the majority of covalent bonds more or less in the direction of the director, which in itself would give rise to a lower linear expansion parallel to the director, but additionally, upon heating to above the glass-transition temperature, the order parameter decreases, which leads to contraction when the temperature rises. Consequently, the linear thermal coefficient is negative parallel to the orientation direction, and the perpendicular thermal expansion is larger and keeps increasing with temperature. This effect is shown in Figure 8 and is in fact the origin of many thermoresponsive and, indirectly, photoresponsive actuators. Above $T_g$ at around 350 K, the anisotropy of the linear expansion becomes rather large. There is a minor influence of the polymerization temperature and the presence of a lateral substituent. Higher polymerization temperature means a somewhat less ordered network, which slightly reduces the anisotropic effect.\textsuperscript{22} The lateral methyl substituent tends to enhance the effect somewhat, probably because of steric arguments.

**PATTERNED LC NETWORK COATINGS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS**

**Optical Films and Coatings.** An obvious application based on the anisotropic refractive indices is to use the polymer films as optical retarders to control the polarization state of transmitted light. Indeed, quarter-wave plates ($d \Delta n = \lambda/4$ with $d$ being the thickness of the film and $\lambda$ being the wavelength of transmitted light) and half-wave plates ($d \Delta n = \lambda/2$) are easily made by controlling the thickness and birefringence. The monomers are aligned uniaxially at an orientation layer, either rubbed polyimide or a photoalignment film, prior to polymerization.\textsuperscript{24,25} An LC network retarder application that presently became popular is the use of patterned quarter-wave plates for 3D television.\textsuperscript{26} For this application, the director of the LC network is controlled by the use of a photoalignment layer applied to a birefringence-free polymer substrate (usually cellulose triacetate). The molecular orientation is controlled by the local exposure of the photoalignment layer through a line mask. The orientation of the subsequently applied and cured LC coating is zigzag-wise alternating orthogonally with a line width equal to the pixel size. The director of both line types is 45° with respect to the polar axis at the front the LCD screen. This generates circularly polarized light with alternating handedness. In combination with circularly polarizing glasses, this provides distinguished information for the left and right eyes.

The strength of the technology expresses itself in the application as corrective retarder films that are presently being used in twisted nematic (TN; molecular rotation of 90°) and supertwisted nematic (STN; molecular rotation of 180, 240, or 270°) displays. The viewing angle performance of TN films can be improved by tilted retarders that are organized in a splay configuration with a polyimide-induced planar orientation on one side and a surface-tension-driven tilted orientation on the other side of the LC network film.\textsuperscript{27,28} Although a viewing angle improvement can be achieved by both rodlike and discotic LC networks, most commercial devices make use of the latter.\textsuperscript{29,30} For STN displays, a film containing an LC network with the same but opposite supertwist is added to the optical...
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stack. These films solve the color problems that STN displays intrinsically have.31 A special feature is that the temperature dependence of the liquid crystal in the display cell is mimicked in the polymer film by controlling the cross-link density of the LC network.

Another application that nicely demonstrates the versatility of LC networks is their application in patterned retarders for transreflective displays32,33 (Figure 10). In this display type, meant to operate under dark and very bright ambient conditions, each pixel is provided with an internal mirror just below the liquid crystal. This mirror reflects ambient light in the open state of the pixel. The mirror is provided with a small hole that transmits light from the back (e.g., provided by an LED-driven back light). The objective here is to apply a retarder in the display cell that has zero retardation at the location in the pixel where light is transmitted through the semitransparent mirror on the back-light side of the display cell. At the location in the pixel where light is reflected at the mirror, the film has a quarter-wave retardation (Figure 10d). The light that is transmitted twice through the LC layer due to reflection (off-state/bright appearance) is compensated for by the retarder layer. It is therefore brought into the open state, and this part of the pixel has the same appearance as the light that is transmitted through the aperture in the mirror. Also in the on state (black appearance), the linear polarized light is converted into circularly polarized light by the quarter-wave function and switches handedness upon reflection which therefore becomes absorbed by the top polarizer film after having passed the quarter-wave function for the second time. Therefore this black state matches the black state of the transmissive mode.34,35 The patterned optical retarder was conveniently made by polymerizing the LC monomer mixture in two stages (Figure 10a): first by UV exposure through a photomask at a temperature where the LC monomer was in its nematic state to provide the quarter-wave function and a second UV exposure after heating the remaining monomer to its isotropic state, thus providing the nonbirefringent area which is located above the open area of the patterned mirror.

Presently, LC networks are being used in most flat panel LC television applications. Depending on the LC principle, the LC network is used as a retarder to improve on contrast (in-plane switching (IPS) for LCTV), stabilize the in-cell liquid crystal orientation (polymer-stabilized vertically aligned nematic (PSVAN) for LCTV), or improve the in-viewing angle (twisted nematic (TN) for monitor displays). Besides these well-established purely optical applications, new applications are coming up making use of the opto-mechanical effects based on triggered changes in the degree of molecular order. An example is discussed in the next section.

Light-Responsive Liquid Crystal Polymer Surfaces. When a liquid crystal network film is modified with co-cross-linked azobenzene moieties, the order parameter can be reduced by illuminating with UV light. The extended trans conformation of the azobenzene is converted to the bent cis conformation and affects the order of the surrounding LC moieties. This leads to a change of the molecular order of the network and sometimes even to reorientation.36–41 As a result, the dimensions of the film change with contraction along the director and expansion to the two perpendicular directions. Normally these effects are rather small. But when applied in combination with a gradient in intensity over the thickness of the film the effects can be amplified by transferring linear contraction to a bending deformation. Even better control over the deformation, with an outlook to make complex, origami-type shape changes possible in free-standing films, can be achieved by the use of director gradients and director patterns.42 Also one can make use of the polarization-dependent absorption of the azobenzene compound to redirect
deformation by the direction of polarization as is shown by Ikeda et al.\textsuperscript{38}

A relatively new effect in controlling shape transformations of potentially even more interest for future applications is the formation of surface topographies.\textsuperscript{43} One method to realizing this is to make use of the reorientation of azobenzene attached as a side group in an LC side-chain polymer.\textsuperscript{44} This goes beyond the purpose of this paper where we limit ourselves to patterned structures. Here we will emphasize dynamic surface topographies as created by director patterns in an LC polymer.

Figure 11. Composition of an LC monomer mixture that forms chiral nematic network with patterned homeotropic area induced by a local electrical field that, after polymerization, switches its surface profile.

Figure 12. Principle and measurements of surface dynamics in a patterned chiral nematic network. (a) Schematic representation of the LC order in the patterned stripes and its confirmation by polarization microscopy. (b) A surface profile of the film as made and during exposure to UV light. (c) An artist’s impression of the deformation at the surface of the film upon exposure to UV light. (d) Three-dimensional images of surface topographies in the original state (top) and during illumination with UV light (middle) and after removal of the UV source (bottom).
network. It is a representative example on how by carefully controlling composition and director patterns new properties can be added to LC network coatings, leading to features that are unknown for other materials. For this purpose, a composition is chosen as shown in Figure 11. Each component in this mixture has its own function. Monomers 1 and 2 form the nematic basis of the mixture. Their ratio is chosen to achieve an optimized cross-link density. This controls the stiffness of the network and affects the response behavior of the polymer with respect to speed and reversibility. Monomer 3 was added because it converts the negative dielectric anisotropy of monomers 1 and 2 into a positive dielectric anisotropy. A positive dielectric anisotropy enables alignment by an external electrical field. The chiral center of monomer 4 induces the chiral nematic phase in the monomer mixture. The advantage of using the chiral nematic LC molecular order is that it provides in-plane symmetry in the polymer coating with a better predictable photomechanical behavior. Monomer 5 is responsible for the photoresponsive nature of the film by its ability to change conformation when addressed with 365 nm light. Photoinitiator 6 is chosen because it forms free radicals to initiate the photo-cross-linking reaction by exposure with light >400 nm. This is important as at these wavelengths the azobenzene monomer keeps its trans conformation during the polymerization process.

A thin coating of typically 5 to 10 μm is made by capillary filling of a glass cell that is provided with an indium tin oxide (ITO) layer on one side and a patterned (ITO) coating on the opposite side. In the monomeric state of the mixture, planar (chiral) alignment is controlled by rubbed polyimide and perpendicular alignment by a local electrical field with the ac voltage of 60 V at the ITO patterns. This structure is frozen in by exposure with visible light blocking UV light of <405 nm using a cutoff filter. After removal of the top plate, the film shows a minor surface relief of 80 nm related to the imprints of the patterned ITO electrode. When observed by polarization microscopy between crossed polarizers, black lines of the homeotropic (perpendicular oriented) polymer are alternated with the bright lines of the chiral nematic planar areas. The two orientation areas are connected by a narrow bright area which is related to a transition between the two types of molecular alignment (Figure 12).

When the patterned LC network is attached to a stiff surface rather than being free-standing, UV-induced changes in the order parameter result in the formation of the surface relief. The two types of molecular order have opposite photomechanical responses, the combination of which results in larger effects than those studied previously. The surface deformation, expressed as the height difference between the activated regions and the nonactivated regions divided by the initial film thickness, can reach values of up to 24%. Figure 12 shows an example of a patterned film which upon exposure to UV light forms surface structures of around 0.4 μm. When the light source is removed, the film immediately relaxes back to its initial flat state.

The origin of this significant change in surface topography is explained by a combination of effects. First, it has been demonstrated that the density reduces considerably when the azobenzene molecule changes its conformation from the trans to cis state. The planar oriented areas absorb the UV light more efficiently than the homeotropic area, which means that they benefit more from this volume expansion. On top of that, the reduction of the order parameter expands the film in the direction perpendicular to the director. This means that in the planar chiral area expansion predominantly takes place out of plane of the film. Simultaneously, the expansion in the homeotropic area takes place in the plane of the film with a tendency toward contraction out of the plane. The resulting 3D interferometer measurements are shown in Figure 12d. The back reaction to the planar state proceeds immediately when the light is switched off and takes several tens of seconds.

Responsive surface topographies can find a variety of applications in modern technologies, such as controlled wettability, autonomous lenses, and haptic surfaces. For example, switching surface structures in microfluidic devices may induce the mixing of laminarily flowing liquids. The lotus-flower-inspired self-cleaning surface can be activated by changing the surface from flat to micrometer-sized topographies. We also anticipate the dynamic surface topographies to be employed for tribological applications where the friction can be switched between high and low friction states and in optical applications where we may switch the scattering or diffractive state of a surface.

Conclusions and Prospects

Liquid crystal networks have found their application in many optical applications. In particular, their use in television and monitor displays has been widely introduced. In the literature, many examples of LC monomers can be found which provide extensive possibilities to tailor the properties both of the monomers or monomer mixtures and of the polymers. The LC monomers can be processed either in the melt or from solution. Orientation takes place in their liquid crystal phase at treated interfaces or by means of an external field. We showed two examples of applications of patterned LC network coatings. The first one is a patterned optical retarder for a transreflective display where areas with a quarter-wave retardation function are alternated with areas with zero optical retardation. The second application is a coating of which the surface structure is modulated by UV light. In this coating, areas with a planar chiral orientation are alternated with areas with a homeotropic orientation. Surface structures are reversibly being formed with a height >20% of the initial coating thickness. We anticipate that this switchable surface is of interest for a variety of applications varying from liquid transport in microfluidics to light-tracking optical elements in solar energy.
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